Sub-Inspector Amarjit Singh

SI Amarjit Singh joined the Punjab Police as Constable on 28.05.1973. He joined the Chandigarh Police on deputation. Further he was promoted to the rank of SI. On 25.02.1992, a Police party headed by SI Amarjit Singh alongwith with HC Ratan Singh No. 909/CP, HC Dharampal Singh 708/CP, C. Harpinder Singh and other police officials had brought three under trial terrorists namely Harwinder Singh @ Tanny, Satnam Singh and Chanchal Singh from Burail Jail, Chandigarh to PGI, Chandigarh for their treatment. Accused Satnam Singh and Chanchal Singh were under the custody of HC Ratan Singh 909/CP and HC Dharampal Singh 708/CP respectively and other armed police officials were taken to different departments/places of PGI whereas accused Harwinder Singh @ Tanny was being taken to
Pathology department under the custody of SI Amarjit Singh and Constable Harpinder Singh. At about 10:15 AM SI Kashmir Singh and Constable Shri Chand 1602/CP of Police Post-PGI, while patrolling in the area heard the gun fire shot from the department of Pathology. On reaching their they found SI Amarjit Singh and Constable Harpinder Singh badly injured and blood was oozing out of the firearm wounds. On investigation SI Kashmir Singh came to know that four young boys out of which two were of Mulla type young boys took out their weapons and fired on SI Amarjit Singh and police party and got freed accused Tanny. After injuring these two officials, accused/under trial Harwinder Singh @ Tanny run away from the custody along with handcuff and his four associate. Meanwhile Head Constable Dharampal 708/CP informed that on listening the gunshot, his prisoner accused Chanchal Singh also tried to escape from the custody and fetch the weapon from Constable Nasib Singh, 2668/CP.

SI Amarjit Singh and Constable Harpinder Singh were taken to Emergency Ward of PGI where SI Amarjit Singh succumbed to his injuries. Thus case FIR No. 26 dated 25.02.1992 u/s 224, 225, 307, 332, 353, 186, 511 IPC and
25/27-54-59 Arms Act and 4,5 TADA (P) Act, Police Station-11, Chandigarh was registered. (Copy of FIR is attached)

May the God Almighty rest the noble soul in peace!